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Lake
Claire:
Your
City,
Your
Schools
by Boyd Baker
Understanding a local government can be a daunting task.
Add to the mix how school board
districts and school boundaries
align, and you’ve got a pretty

APS and SRT maps

steep hill to climb. Hopefully, the
following information will clear
the mud a bit.
CITY of ATLANTA
Everything starts
with the City Council. Atlanta is divided into twelve
Council Districts
representing
between
33,00037,000
residents
each. They used to
be Wards, with the
Old Fourth Ward
name being the
only remnant of
those days. They
are roughly equal
in population so
that there is fair
representation for
all. Every 10 years,
there is a U.S. census. When those
results are posted,
our City Council
adjusts the District
boundaries to try
and even up the
population (+/- 5%)
for each represen-

THIRTY+ (!) YEARS in Lovely LAKE
CLAIRE: From Tie-Die to Khaki
Part Nine: The Arkos
By Beth Damon, resident
“only” since 1990

In 1990, during my first weeks
in my house, and numerous times
subsequently, I watched longtime resident Bob Arko pulling
his little son Timothy down the
street in a classic red Radio Flyer wagon. Flash forward twenty
two years, and Bob, with Lance
Corporal Timothy Arko, United
States Marine Corps, sat with
me on my screen porch discussing their lives and their service
– to the Country – and to Lake
Claire.
Bob began buying property in
Lake Claire and Candler Park in
1972. He and his ex-wife moved
to Indiana Avenue in 1985, and
after their divorce, Bob moved in
1990 to Arizona Avenue – to the

(infamous) old Hutchison house.
Bob is well known in Lake Claire
for keeping his rental properties
affordable, and for many years
he was a landlord while continuing his professional career. In
1998 he retired from the Centers
for Disease Control (CDC) and
began running Arko Properties
fulltime. Bob is not just a landlord, though; he has a commitment to himself to do what he
can to maintain the diversity
of the neighborhood – he has
helped veterans who have had
housing issues, formerly homeless people now in a position to
rent but without references, and
single young professionals, who
are getting started and need affordable housing. In many of the
previous interviews of 30+-residents of Lake Claire, people
have expressed their appreciation that as the neighborhood

tative.
Lake Claire is in City
Council District 5, and Natalyn
Archibong is our representative.
Candler Park is in District 6 and
has Alex Wan. Inman Park is in
District 2 and has Kwanza Hall.
Though we all go to the same elementary school, Mary Lin, our
City Council representatives
vary greatly.
Our City Council is in the
midst of redrawing those boundaries. By the time you read this
the first week of February, their
proposed new map will be on its
way to the Department of Justice for approval (that it complies
with Voting Rights Act and looks
fair). It needs to be approved by
August, so candidates running
in the November 2013 elections
can meet the one-year residency requirement. All this means
that some residents will have a
different City Council rep when
changes are finalized. Get more
details online at http://citycouncil.atlantaga.gov/redistricting/
redistricting.pdf.
Schools cont. p. 8

housing prices rose, Bob’s commitment to maintaining affordable housing has helped to keep
diversity despite wide ranges of
affluence. Over the years, Bob
has provided assistance to Clifton Sanctuary Ministries’ men’s
shelter by helping them to main-
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From the
Big Apple to
Skiing Lake
Claire: Why
I left NYC
and moved
to Atlanta
by Michael Daly
“Atlanta? What the hell’s in
Atlanta?”
This is the indelicate question
that I was asked scores of times
as I prepared for my move from
New York City to my humble little house on Clifton Road here in
Atlanta. Or is it Hotlanta? The
ATL? The A Town? There are
so many to choose from. I think
instead I will go with the colorful
sobriquet I learned from one of
Little Five’s park bench ambassadors who, upon learning I was
a recent transplant from New
York, said, “All right, welcome to
the durty durty.”
The truth is I really didn’t
know how to answer the question. I was leaving a city that I
love to move to a new town with
a woman whom I love, so that we
could have a better quality of life.
It sounded so cliché and lame I
could barely bring myself to say
it. Still, most New Yorkers of a
certain age understand it even if
Big Apple cont. p. 10
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In May, Lake Claire will have
a volunteer opportunity for someone that is vital to the neighborhood: a person to coordinate the
distribution of The Clarion each
month. Katie Brady has been
ably handling this job, but she
will resign in May. This position
can be done alone or shared with
another person. It would be a
great position for a pre-teen or
teen to share with a parent, for
someone who does not have time
during the traditional day to volunteer and yet wants to get involved, or for someone who just
enjoys getting out and seeing the
neighborhood. The number one
requirement is the availability to
get the newsletter to the deliverers within about 24 hours of its
arrival. This is generally around
the first of the month. The first
half of the job is to divide up the
bulk delivery of the newsletters
into about 30 different delivery
bundles. This job requires counting and putting the newsletters
into grocery bags. (This takes
about 1 hour.)
The second half is to drive
the bundles around Lake Claire
to the street level delivery volunteers’ homes. (This initially
takes a bit of time to find all the
houses, maybe 3 hours, but after
a couple of times, can be done
in about 1-1.5 hours.)
There
is one other piece that you can
work on for a few minutes at a
time through the month, which
is coordinating the delivery people. The delivery force is stable,
and it has been easy to get new
volunteers. Many people have
been doing their routes for years,
so there will rarely be a need to
find new folks. If anyone has an
interest in this volunteer position, please write to me at editor@lakeclaire.org or to Katie at
distribution@lakeclaire.org. We
appreciate her dedicated service
to the neighborhood.
On another note, the Clarion
depends on our advertising revenue. Advertise in the Clarion,
and reach 1,300 residents and
businesses per month. Display

ads start for as little as $30 per
month. Prices vary by size and
length of run. Classified ads are
only $3 per line (30 characters).
Personal classified ads are free
to Lake Claire residents. Get exposure, and support Lake Claire.
Please see the Lake Claire website for more information (www.
lakeclaire.org).
Send articles and suggestions
to editor@lakeclaire.org by February 15 -- and the 15th of each
month. We always welcome your
contributions, including unsolicited material. I especially
hope that children will contribute to the new column,
Lake Claire Kids’ Corner,
which you’ll find on page 7. Last
but not least, we have a new
Facebook page. Please visit
and “like” us at: facebook.com/
SkiLakeClaire.
Best regards,
Beth

If your Clarion does
not appear on your
doorstep
If you do not receive your Clarion, please e-mail Katie Brady,
the Clarion Distribution Coordinator, at distribution@lakeclaire.org, or call Katie at 404213-9877. Our goal is to get the
Clarion out by the end of the first
full week of the month at the latest, so if you have not received it
by then, please let us know.

January Lake Claire
Neighbors Meeting
On January 19, the Lake
Claire Neighbors (LCN) gathered for the first meeting of the
year, which was the first meeting with our newly elected officers. Peg Ziegler chaired the
meeting, and the agenda included an update from our Education Committee by Sherry Neal,
head of the Committee, about
the demographic process. With

The Clarion is published monthly.
The deadline for advertising and
editorial consideration is the 15th
of the month preceding publication.
Letters to the editor should be limited
to 300 words or fewer. The opinions
expressed herein are those of the

Lake Claire Neighbors

Don’t forget: Lake Claire has a website – www.lakeclaire.org & a new
Facebook page -- facebook.com/skilakeclaire.
Editor’s Note:
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the future of our schools in the
balance, much discussion ensued
on this issue. The Clarion will
attempt to keep you updated on
the schools and demographic issues, but since it is a monthly
publication, it is sometimes not
on your doorstep in time for you
to attend a particular meeting -so please check the website. We
also approved a variance request
for a fence, there were reports
from vice presidents, the zone
police officers, and some other
miscellaneous items. The complete minutes of the LCN January meeting, and past meetings,
are on the website. The Frazer
Center graciously provided our
meeting space in their lovely
Atrium, as they do always, each
third Thursday of the month, at
7:30 p.m. We always welcome
new neighbors to attend.

Open Letter to Lake
Claire from Clifton
Sanctuary Ministries
Please be our Valentine!!!
When we think about those
whom we “heart,” our Lake
Claire Neighbors are right
at the top of the
list.
There’s
no transitional
housing
program in Atlanta
that is as loved
by their neighbors as much
as is Clifton,
and we love you
right back. The
love that you
show may seem
like simple gestures, but they
mean so much.
You teach
our city what
it means to
truly be good
neighbors.....
when we talk
with
founda-

P.O. Box 5942 Atlanta, GA 31107
(404) 236-9526
Visit www.lakeclaire.org to sign up for
the newscasts—timely updates on
happenings in Lake Claire!

tions and other potential funding
partners, we always highlight
the relationship that we have
with our neighbors and they are
stunned that Clifton is such an
important part of the neighborhood.
You teach our guests what it
is to be part of a neighborhood.....
the only neighborhood that many
of our men have been a part of is
the street. But when they leave
Clifton, they understand how to
care for your neighbors and be
nice to those around you. It’s a
very important lesson.
You teach each other what it
means to be committed. The financial gifts that you make each
year, both individually and as a
group, demonstrate your commitment to our guests, and we thank
you. In 2011, the Lake Claire
Neighbors gave $3,100 through
the appeal letter and your organization’s annual gift. You’re
awesome! The guys also enjoyed
the Christmas goodies and gifts
that many of you dropped off for
them.
The rest of the world could
learn a lot from you and we’re so
honored to be a part of your lives
and our neighborhood.

February 2012
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tain the grounds and vegetable
garden surrounding the former
church.
He has established
several gardens on property he
owns adjacent to the shelter on
Ivy Place and allows tenants and
persons transitioning to a life of
self-sufficiency an opportunity
to work in the gardens. And he
then shares the home-grown produce with the shelter residents.
After graduating from Oklahoma State University in 1967,
Bob Arko entered a private veterinary practice in Oklahoma, but
he was soon called to serve as an
epidemic intelligence officer (in
the Epidemic Intelligence Service – EIS) during the Vietnam
War. The Navy commissioned
him in the Public Health Service
for two years. He was stationed
primarily in research laboratories at the CDC in Atlanta. From
1971 until his retirement in
1997, Bob served as a veterinary
EIS officer and assistant branch
chief in the Division of Sexually
Transmitted Diseases Laboratory, ultimately retiring as a full
colonel (captain) in the Navy. He
was awarded a Commendation
Medal in 1973 for his studies on
the virulence factors of Neisseria
gonorrhoeae (the bacterium that
causes gonorrhea) and again in
1979 for his development of a
subcutaneous chamber implant
technique, which was hailed as
a breakthrough in the study of
infectious diseases. He received
a U.S. Patent in 1987 for the development of the subcutaneous
fluid and culture chamber and
a tool for implant techniques; it
has since been used as an animal
model to study virulence factors
of Neisseria gonorrhoeae, as well
as other human pathogens. Bob
also conducted research in Legionnaires’ disease, toxic shock
syndrome, and Brazilian purpuric fever, and he received a Patent as well for an Australian meningococcal vaccine.
“I have an inquisitive nature,”
Bob says. “There are no bounds
to what you can do with new
technologies in genetics.” Nowa-
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days, Bob is still a troubleshooter, directing his skills towards
maintenance of his properties,
including electrical, plumbing,
and carpentry, skills from which
those of us around Delaware,
Arizona, New York, and the other State-named streets in Lake
Claire, benefit greatly. During
his career, Bob received three
commendations and outstanding

to duty. Bob noted wryly that
whenever Tim contacted home,
he told his dad not to worry, that
he wasn’t doing anything dangerous. Tim has now left Afghanistan and was recently home for
Christmas. He will serve two
more years, and he is currently
at Camp Lejeune (in Onslow
County, North Carolina). He
may go to a training deployment
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ence levels; that is why Bob has
maintained his apartments to be
affordable and foster such diversity. Tim added that the community spirit of Lake Claire made it
a great neighborhood for him to
enjoy as a child, vs. a cookie-cutter suburb. Both Arkos said they
love the safety and the friendliness found here: two more votes
that Lake Claire is the most livable neighborhood in Atlanta.
---If you are a 30+-year resident of
Lake Claire, I hope to hear from
you. Contact editor@lakeclaire.
org with your story or to set up
an interview. –BD

CHARIS: OUR INDIE
BOOKSTORE
by Elizabeth Knowlton

Bob and Tim Arko

in Australia or Japan. After the
service metals, but, he says, “I
service, Tim reflects, he may endidn’t risk my scalp, as Tim did,
ter the medical field or business.
whom I’m very proud of.” Which
He already has acquired many
brings us to son Tim: in 2009,
skills that he has used in helpafter attending Georgia Tech in
ing his father with both business
Engineering, he followed in his
and technical maintenance of his
father’s footsteps in service to the
properties.
country, joining the U.S. Marine
Corps. As we spoke, the
love and respect between
the two was palpable.
The Marine Corps has
just awarded Tim a Certificate of Commendation
for his outstanding work
as a mine sweeper and
point-man on more than
seventy combat patrols
in Afghanistan. In particular, he noticed disturbed earth on a berm,
and with a pocket knife,
he carefully pushed Tim Arko in Afghanistan 2011
aside leaves and split
What Bob loves most about
open a bag, in which he found
Lake Claire is the continuity of
ammunition, artillery casings,
the longtime residents combined
RPG
rounds,
with the influx of new folks movand various othing in with young families. Gener military gear
trification, he said, can be good
– an exceptionand bad, but the Lake Claire
ally big cache.
neighborhood has overall seen
The award menmany improvements.
When
tions outstandthe Arkos first came here, many
ing achievement
parts of the neighborhood were
in the perfortransitional. Over the years,
mance of his dumany longtime friends have reties from Janutired and stayed in their homes,
ary to August
and at the same time there are
2011, in spite
children in abundance. They
of danger to his
like the family and community
own safety, his
orientation, the diversity of famioutstanding
lies and single professionals, age
motivation, and
Marine Corps Commendation for Bob Arko
diversity, and diversity of affluhis dedication

One of the most interesting
independent bookstores in our
neighborhood is Charis Books
and More at 1189 Euclid Avenue, just off Moreland in Little
Five Points. Charis (pronounced
KA ris, like carry) means grace
or gift or thanks in Greek and
opened in 1974 just across the
street from its present home at a
time when pawn and gun shops
shared the area with Sevananda
and Greens restaurant.
The founders, all women,
knew they especially wanted to
sell books by and about women,
challenging spiritual books, and
anti-sexist, anti-racist books for
children. This turned out to be
a feminist bookstore in its widest sense. The primary people
who have owned and managed
the bookstore have been lesbians
whose goal has always been “to
promote and honor and celebrate
feminist values of mutuality, independence, and compassion, . . .
where all oppressions will cease
to exist.”
The store carries books
by women and men: fiction, poetry, biographies, and cookbooks;
books on religion, the environment, sexuality, and health;
political books on race, gender,
class, and violence; and a huge selection of children’s books. Comfortable seating ensures a good
time, whether you buy a book or
not. Calendars, cards, and other items are for sale, too. But if
you can’t easily make it into the
store, there is a fantastic website
at http://www.charisbooksandmore.com/ where you can order
books at 10% off the cover price
and learn how to support Charis
while using your Kindle.
Charis Circle, the affiliated non-profit arm of Charis,
offers poetry and prose readings
and a wide range of programs on
related topics. The store is open
11-7 Monday-Saturday and 12-6
on Sunday. (404) 524-0304
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Mark Your Calendars

February 2012

15-29:

Registration for Spring/Summer 2012 Decatur Consignment Sale at First Baptist Church of Decatur. Sale dates are March
9-10. See www.decaturconsignment.com.

February
1: Demographic meeting for SRT-4NE at 6:30 p.m. at North Atlanta 16: Lake Claire Neighbors meeting, The Frazer Center AtriHigh School (interested persons from any SRT may attend)
um, 7:00 p.m.and the third Thursday of each month.
2:

Demographic meeting for SRT-2 at 6:30 p.m. at Price Middle
School (interested persons from any SRT may attend)

4
– Apr 15: Botanical Gardens’ annual orchid celebration
highlights soaring hanging gardens dripping with lush, fragrant beau-

ty. Guided tours on Saturdays at 10 a.m., 1345 Piedmont Avenue, 9-5
Tuesdays through Sundays. For information, contact atlantabotanicalgarden.org, 404-876-5859.

8: Petmeisters – Quality Pet Care “Have a Heart” benefit event –
6:30-10:30 p.m., Sun in My Belly Café, Yappy hour, auction, music;
check it out at www.petmeisters.com

9:
Dekalb History Center 5th annual Black History Month at the
historic DeKalb County Courthouse in Decatur; begins at 11:30 a.m.

and includes a seated luncheon and entertainment. Tickets are required and seating is limited. Cost info at www.dekalbhistory.og.

10:
Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation’s deadline for Neel
Reid prize. Contact tclark@georgiatrust.org for information.
15:
6 p.m. Sevananda Natural Foods Market - Nominating Committee Open House. If interested in running for Sevananda’s Board

of Directors, pick up a candidate packet at Customer Service desk
or download at sevananda.coop.com; click on Co-op Membership tab,
then click elections.

18:
Decatur Old House Fair (4th Annual), Courtyard Marriott
Conference Center, 130 Clairemont Avenue, Decatur, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
$10 in advance (see article in January issue and/or go to www.decaturoldhousefair.com)
Send calendar items for March by February 15 to editor@lakeclaire.
org.

Lake Claire Safety Report - Weeks 50 – 53
By Kathie Ryan
Auto Theft
Dekalb Ave NE 12/23 (23:00) 12/24 (07:00)
Victim lives at location.
1996 Mercury, GA Tag# BKG5087
Victim advised that she parked her vehicle at location, and when
she returned it was gone. Victim stated that the vehicle has
mechanical problems, but is still drivable. Vehicle’s windows
were unsecure due to some of the mechanical problems. Vehicle
placed on system as stolen.
SOUTHERLAND TER NE
1/6/2012 1/5/2012 22:00 1/6/2012
11:45
Victim stated that she parked her 1995 red Honda Civic in the
driveway of her residenceABRIELLA VAN SCHOYCK STATED
SHE PARKED HER 1995 RED HONDA CIVIC IN THE DRIVEWAY OF HER RESIDENCE on Southerland Terrace. This
morning she noticed the vehicle gone. A C.I.C. advised that the
vehicle was not impounded. She still has the key, and no one
she knows took the vehicle; thus, Mr. Cooper of tele-serve placed
the vehicle on the system as “stolen.”

Residential Burglary
Indiana Ave NE 12/16 (12:00) 12/25 (17:30) Unk
Residence
Front door kicked in
Someone kicked in front door to location and stole listed property. The landlord was contacted by a neighbor who noticed the
damaged front door. Victim was out of town, but was able to
advise police over the phone on stolen property.
Taken: Flat screen TV
Prints not attempted
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News from the Land Trust

WHAT THE LAND TRUST MEANS TO ME
- Stephen Wing

“What the Land Trust Means to Me” asks the question: How many
different ways can a community greenspace serve its community? It
is open to submissions from anyone, human or emu, who loves the
Land Trust. Contact Stephen Wing or send your contributions to
swing1027Wgmail.com.

What the Land Trust Means to Me
by Big Lou the Emu
Part 1

but Dawn had a group of kids at
her house every day after school,
and the little ones were always
happy to see me. It was one of
them, a precocious young writer
named Amy, who gave me the
name “Big,” which came from an
acronym she made up – “Beauty
In the Garden.” Noah and his
family had originally named me
“Louise,” thinking I was a female. When they learned my true
gender, they shortened the name
to “Lou.” Eventually my two
names merged into “Big Lou,”
though Dawn still calls me “Big”
for short and other folks call me
“Lou.” Naturally I prefer “Big,”
since when Dawn calls me she’s
usually bringing me my lunch.
But I’ll answer to either name,
just in case it’s someone bringing
me a snack.
Even if no food is involved, I enjoy my human visitors, especially
the little ones. I miss the crowds
who used to show up for Treeman’s tree-climbing classes before the two big trees got sick and
had to come down. And I miss
the Soulshine folks who rented
Amata for a while for their afterschool childcare and summer
camp. It was fun to have kids
around again, so many years
after Dawn closed her childcare
business.
Most of my visitors these days
wander down from the Land
Trust, which now owns the pond.
Though sometimes I’m not in a
social mood and will act a little
shy, your visits give me a warm
feeling of being part of the community. I especially appreciate
the neighbors who bring their
children to see how I’m doing,
which is very thoughtful. It’s
even nicer when they bring me
some grapes or crackers. (In the
summer, by the way, I do love
melons!) Other humans come
by with their dogs, which makes
me nervous, especially when
the dogs start barking at me. It
brings back unpleasant memories of several occasions when

hood.
I wasn’t lonely, though. Besides Noah’s family, I had lots of
Well, it’s an honor to be asked
visitors. Most were humans, but
for my point of view after I’ve
I also enjoyed gossiping with my
lived here among you humans for
neighbors in Norman’s “chicken
all these years, quietly minding
camp.” Several of the hens were
my own business. On the other
quite talkative. And before long,
hand, come to think of it, it’s
two goats came to live with me
about time!
and became my
close
buddies.
We didn’t always
agree
about
things, but we
were rarely seen
apart.
My fenced enclosure in those
days
extended all the way
around the pond
and included a
lovely grove of
bamboo where
I could get out
of the summer
heat, or hide
Big Lou. Photo by Doug Barlow aka BrotherHug
when I didn’t feel
No one seems to know exactly
like company. Noah’s family
when I arrived at Amata, Norbuilt a shelter on that side for me
man Glassman and Marilyn
and the goats. At the other end
Rosenberg’s place behind the
of the enclosure, on the Arizona
Land Trust on Nelms Avenue.
Avenue side, I could wander all
Noah Glassman remembers that
the way up into
he was fourteen or fifteen when
Dawn and Wing’s
his parents had the idea of invitback yard. Dawn
ing me to live here, along with
soon began bringmy mate and our baby. Noah
ing me treats to
is 33 now, so that puts the date
supplement my
around 1993.
diet.
Norman
I don’t remember much
considered
me
about that time myself, since
more or less a
I was only about a year old. I
wildlife exhibit,
only recall feeling traumatized
so he didn’t feel
by the journey, during which my
treats were strictbeloved mate fell and broke her
ly necessary. But
leg. She had to be euthanized as
at Dawn’s end of
soon as we arrived, so my resiour enclosure, the
dence here began on a very sad
goats and I were
note. And while I was still grievpampered pets.
ing her, dogs broke into our enNoah seemed
closure and fatally attacked my
to outgrow his
little one. After that I was the
interest in wildlone emu here in the neighborlife after a while, Big Lou and his friend Dawn Aura
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dogs got through the fence and
chased me just for fun. When I’m
frightened, I puff my feathers up
to make myself look more threatening. But these dogs were too
excited to notice. I could have
hurt them pretty severely with
my big clawed feet, but in my
panic I only wanted to run away.
On the open plains of Australia,
where my family is from, there is
plenty of room to run. My grandparents told feather-raising sto-

Big Lou having lunch

ries of the predators they used
to outrun, some of which looked
a lot like dogs. They advised me
not to use my claws unless I was
really cornered.
“Remember,
an emu’s best defense is to run
away!” they always said. But it
doesn’t work so well in a fenced
enclosure. My enclosure has
grown smaller now, and I can no
longer wander around the pond,
but I have a smaller pond of my
own in Dawn and Wing’s back
yard, and my new fence gives
me a much better view of the humans and their peculiar doings.
Besides that, it’s much easier for
the humans to feed me, too. Why
don’t you try it sometime? I may
look scary, but I’ve never hurt
anyone, I promise!
(To be continued next month)

Reminder: Land Trust
Logo Contest Entries
Due Feb. 15!
The Lake Claire Community
Land Trust is seeking a new logo
that symbolizes in visual form
what the Land Trust means to
those of us who love it. The letters “LCCLT” might or might not
be included. We will be accepting entries until Feb. 15, 2012,
and the winning design will be
unveiled on March 1, 2012. The
new logo will appear on our web
site, our letterhead, our bulletin board, our brochure, and so
on. E-mail them to communications@lcclt.org, or mail them to
LCCLT, P.O. Box 5379, Atlanta
GA 31107.
P.S. It’s not too late to join
the Land Trust or renew your
membership for 2012! Visit us
at www.LCCLT.org and click on
“Subscribe” for more info.
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Special Investigative Report: Fridays at Lake
Claire Park
by Kai A. Nathaniel
Friday afternoons are known as
“happy hour” by regular visitors
to Lake Claire Park. Honestly, I
can’t distinguish this particular
hour as being more or less happy
than other hour at Lake Claire
Park. I like all the hours I spend
there. That said, I don’t quite understand the concept of an hour,
because I’m not quite 3 years old.
You see, one of our neighbors,
Katie Brady, suggested to me
and my dad that we should write
a piece about the usual Friday
“happy hour’ at the park. She
said we were well suited to the
task since we spend so much
time there. My dad is too busy
chasing me around, so it’s up to
me to try my hand at doing some
journalism. Here’s what happens at “happy hour:”
There are more people than
usual at the park -- friends like
Duncan and Hazel -- and we
all bring toys and snacks and
drinks! Trains, construction
equipment, balls, dolls, scooters

and sometimes flying helicopters! Crackers, milk, juice. And
the parents all drink juice, too!
Then there’s the parent parade -all the working moms and dads
walk down the hill as they get
off of work. They give hugs and
high fives to everyone and immediately start drinking juice. And
then everyone goes back to playing and talking.
That’s mostly what happens. I
was prepared to conduct some
provocative interviews on the Friday before my deadline, because
my parents said that my article
needed quotes and perspective.
But my dad and I were the only
ones who showed up that Friday. It was sunny, but very cold.
Jaya showed up later (she’s such
a trooper), but it was too cold to
take notes. We swung instead.
That was fun. If it wasn’t so cold
that afternoon, I would have talked to Bebeto’s older brother, Graham, or maybe Katie, Katherine,
or Evelyn. I thought they might

have something
interesting to
say, like a joke.
Here’s a joke
Graham likes:
“Pete
and
RePete
were
walking on a
bridge,
and
Pete fell off.
Who was left?”
I don’t get it either.

Drinks were too cold Jan 13 in Lake Claire Park.

Next LCN Meeting
Thursday February 16
Lake Claire Neighbors meets every third Thursday of the
month at the Frazer Center. Meetings begin at 7 p.m.
and are open to all. Sign up for the newscast at www.

lakeclaire.org to get the meeting agenda.

…And How ‘Dog People’ Enjoy Those Fridays in the Park
by Judy Hammack

Persian pastries, Cupcake Factory sweets, homegrown tomato

salsa, and hot cider are just some
of the delectables one might find
at the north end of Lake Claire
Park about 6 o’clock every Friday
night. The dog people know how
to start a weekend! For over thirty years, dog people have been
populating Lake Claire Park in
rain, sleet, snow, darkness, and,
of course, sunshine. The current eclectic group includes all
kinds of professions—designers,
architects, artists, electricians,

teachers, lawyers, chefs, among
others.
This gathering is a good opportunity to share community
news (such as what is happening with overcrowding at Mary
Lin), to organize projects (who
will rebuild the collapsed picnic
table), to discuss art (who has
seen Benita Carr’s new exhibit
at Whitespace), to argue politics
(who watched the presidential
debates), to socialize (and, yes,

romance too—only one wedding
to date), or to celebrate (who has
a February birthday). Sometimes the evening sparks a field
trip: a new restaurant, a neighboring house with a fenced yard,
a musical venue.
Whatever the outcome of the
weekly hours, this small gathering connects people to their community and is just one more reason we love Lake Claire!
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Lake Claire
Kids’ Corner
This is the second of what I hope will be a fun new series and a way
for young writers to participate. This month’s article is written by
Elijah Haller. --Editor
and play bass - we played three
songs without any practice ever!
I have so many memories at the
LT - playing with friends, playing
on the metal structure, running
around, building fairy houses.
I’ve had a booth selling necklaces and stuff there. So much has
happened there. When I was 2,
I went door to door playing my ukelele and was
dressed only in a tie and
angel wings. There are
so many kids in this
neighborhood; there are
at least 3 of my friends
on every street, and
it’s nice that I can just
walk to people’s houses.
When I was little we
played at the LT, and
now we hang out at Candler Park Market and
Candler Park. We feel
Elijah Haller (current) with Charlie Toole and
safe, and it’s a nice place.
Maxx Brough. Photo: McKenzie Wren
The fact that I know so
many people makes me
to being a drummer. I have been
feel
safe
because I always know
playing music at the LT since
where I can go if I need help, or
forever and started playing with
water, or a snack!
my band when I was 10 with two
Lake Claire is pretty
other neighborhood kids, Tendal
loose
it’s
not uptight. Lake
Mann and Noah Green-Lowe,
Claire
feels
like
it’s in the middle
who both live in the co-housing.
of
things
to
me
everything is acI have played at LT music festicessible
and
I
can
walk or bike a
vals with my band but also the
lot
of
places.
When
I was 7 we
LT is where I get to hear good
moved
from
Arizona
Avenue to
music and there are so many
great musicians who play there.
a house on New York which put
And everyone is really nice!
me even closer to more friends.
Once I got to go up on
We play basketball, foursquare,
stage with Ralph Roddenberry
hockey,& football on our street,
My name is Elijah Haller, and I
am almost 12 years old. I was
born at home in Lake Claire,
on Arizona Avenue, and I have
basically grown up at the Land
Trust. I feel like I know everyone in this neighborhood! I definitely know my way around. The
drum circle really turned me on

Elijah Haller at age 7 with Royce Mann and Grace Chapel. Photo: MecKenzie
Wren

Elijah Haller with brother Devon. Photo: McKenzie Wren

and the kids on the street often
all play together. On our street
we also have block parties and

we set off fireworks and have a
lot of fun. Lake Claire is a great
place to live!

Biscuits and Bellyrubs

The cartoonist for the Biscuits and Bellyrubs series is Anna Trodglen. Anna grew up on East Lake Road, on the edge of Lake Claire, and
she is a life-long Atlanta resident. She studied drawing and painting
at Georgia State University, and she enjoys cartooning and painting
pet portraits. Look for her at the dog shows. Lake Claire fans can
see her greeting cards and prints at Donna Van Gogh’s. Anna lives
in East Atlanta Village with her husband Dugan, three little terriers,
and a Black Cat.
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Reform Teams (4 SRTs) - http://
www.atlantapublicschools.us/domain/107
Atlanta Board of Education (6
districts, 3 At-Large posts) -http://
www.atlantapublicschools.us/
site/Default.aspx?PageID=379

Schools cont. from p. 1

ATLANTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Our schools are organized into
four Student Reform Teams
(SRTs) that cross City Council
District borders. Mary Lin is
within SRT-3. This one SRT covers at least five Council districts
in whole or part. Each SRT has
an Executive Director and staff,
who “manage” those schools and
work directly with the central office staff to insure a quality education for everyone. Our SRT3
Interim Executive Director is
Betsy Bockman (past principal
at both Morningside Elementary,
and Inman Middle School). Due
to the recent cheating scandal,
all SRT directors were replaced
with interims.
Attendance zones define what
school one goes to and are embedded within the four SRTs. School
“clusters” are determined by the
high school, and which middle
and elementary schools feed into
it. When a school at any level
becomes too overcrowded or too
underpopulated,
redistricting
happens. Not necessarily does it
happen every ten years because
of the U.S. census. Many school
districts make minor zone changes every few years to avoid school

Plan Six Map

closing and massive overhaul of
multiple schools.
In the recent past, our SRT3
has opened Springdale Park,
Centennial, and Burgess Peterson Elementaries, while closing
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Keeping Up
with Family and
Community Related
Issues
by Sherry Neal

Plan Six Staistics

Hill Elementary. Redrawing attendance zone boundaries (or redistricting) was necessary with
each event.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
There are six Board of Education districts that are a combination of two touching Council districts. See how the City
Council starts it all? Lake Claire
has Board District 3 representative Cecily Harsch-Kinnane.
Her district is comprised of City
Council Districts 5 & 6
(Archibong
& Wan, respectively),
and
she
represents
all schools
w i t h i n
those
two
City Council districts.
When
the
City Council changes
their
districts,
the
Board of Education district
lines
will change
as well. I
am not sure
of the historical implications
for
these
two
being
locked, but
one can assume
it
gives equal
population
representation to all Board of Ed
reps, as well as simplifying the
voting process.
Right now Mary Lin Elementary is in Council District 6 (Wan),
and Board

District 3 (Harsch-Kinnane). Inman Park is in Council District 2
(Hall), so Board District 1’s Brenda Muhammad is their representative. Sound odd? Your kids
go to a school, but your Board
member doesn’t represent that
school. Thus, the flaw in the system arises. When locked to City
Council boundaries, schools and
neighborhoods can be divided. It
happens all over the school district. If proposed Council changes remain, this fall Mary Lin will
no longer be in Board District 3
or Council District 6. Candler
Park will have Board 1 Rep Muhammad and Council 2 Rep Hall,
along with Inman Park; and Lake
Claire will still have Board 2 Rep
Harsch-Kinnane and Council 5
Rep Archibong. Lake Claire’s
Board Rep won’t be the voice for
Mary Lin, but she will speak for
Lake Claire’s feeder middle (Inman), and high (Grady) schools.
So that’s it in a nutshell. Is
it right or fair how
the system doles out
representation? Depends on where you
live and how happy
you are with your
City/Board
representation. Is there
a better way to assign Board of Education representation?
Feel free to come up
with one and send it
to Superintendent
Erroll Davis and the
City Council.
These are links for
more info:
•
Atlanta City
Council (12 districts,
3 At-Large posts) http://citycouncil.atlantaga.gov/REDISTRICTING.htm
•
APS School

By the time this Clarion comes
out, we will have had our next
demographic meeting, on January 30, at Jackson High School.
Stay tuned for details on a special LCN meeting to follow.
Please take time to review the
revised City Council map Option 6 (enclosed with Boyd’s article herein, but in color on Lake
Claire’s website and at the city
council link: http://citycouncil.
atlantaga.gov/), which redraws
the lines for both City Council
and Board of Education districts.
Afterwards, contact our City
Councilor Natalyn Archibong to
let her know your views. The
current plan would split our current school district so that Candler Park and Lake Claire no
longer share a representative on
the Board of Education. If you
want to keep up with these and
other family- and communityrelated issues. Join Lake Claire
Parents! Contact Sherry Neal
at sherry_v_neal@yahoo.com or
visit
groups.yahoo.com/group/
LakeClaireParents, and request
to join.
Please see calendar for dates of
upcoming meetings.
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March in the Garden
By Elizabeth Knowlton

We are now looking at March,
and there is so much to do that
one can feel like a chicken with
its head cut off. By the way,
Barbara Kingsolver says in Animal, Vegetable, Miracle that
chickens really do not run with
their heads off. They just try. I
highly recommend this book to
encourage you to eat organically
(without pesticides and chemical fertilizers) and locally whatever you cannot grow yourself.
Which is most of what we eat. I
would starve if I were confined to
what I grow. Barbara describes
in delightful terms her planting,
harvesting, canning, and cooking, with even a trip to Italy
thrown in, but I prefer to read
her book on the sofa.
So, back to our own small gardens. How are those pots doing
under the lights? Did you remove the plastic wrap after the
seeds germinated? Are you keeping them close to the lights? Do
they have several real (not the
fake two first ones) leaves? Yes?
Then it is time to transplant
them. Fill your little yogurt
cups or six-packs with potting
mix that is already moistened. If
you need to add water, I usually
make it one cup to a quart of soil.
Using some small stick (I use my
wooden plant label), make a hole
in the soil. Take ahold of the
seedling you want to transplant
by the upper LEAVES only, and
loosen it gently (again with the
small implement) until it comes
free, usually with some soil still
attached to the roots. If you crack
or break the stem, the plant may
be caput, so always hold the
plant by the leaves. Lower it
gently into the hole, still holding it with one hand, and then
close the soil around the stem
with the stick still in your other
hand. Water the pot well. The
key word here is gentle. Seedlings have no bark, like shrubs
or trees, so they can be planted
deeply (if you have a spindly
stem) and soil can be pushed up
against the stalk. The plant may
even root from the buried stem,
as tomatoes often do.
If you started your cole plants
(like broccoli or cabbage) last
month as I suggested, then you
can begin getting the transplants used to the Great Outdoors. Set them outside in a protected, shady spot when the day
is neither hot nor cold nor windy
nor pouring rain. Let them enjoy themselves for a few hours,
and then bring them in for the
night. Increase the time a little
each day, gradually allowing
them more sun and making sure

Elizabeth Knowlton gently handles seedlings. Photo by Frank Kmetz

they never dry out. By about
March 7, it is time to get them or
purchased transplants into the
ground. Cole plants especially
do not do well with acidic soil so
I always add a little lime to the
planting hole even if I have limed
the year before. Somehow this
prevents a wilting disease that
crops up occasionally.
Now for the low-down on fertilizers. After gardening for 60
years, I still have no absolute
opinion (no, not even I!) on the
subject except that I do not use
chemicals that say on the label
not to let them touch your skin
and I do not use mixtures that
claim to feed your plants while
killing the weeds. OK, here are
several talking points. 1) At Rodale’s Organic Gardening test
gardens in Pennsylvania and
elsewhere, they say they use
nothing but compost and plenty
of it to feed their crops. I always
add compost but may not have
enough of it or it may not contain enough types of ingredients
to provide what is needed. I do
know that I am both stingy and
lazy. My plants often lag behind
neighbor Michele’s even when
she grows what I give her. For
sure, compost provides the structure your garden soil needs, so
do add it. 2) Nitrogen is usually in short supply in our soil,
while phosphorus and potassium
apparently stick around longer.
Bagged cow manure provides
small amounts of non-burning
nitrogen at a steady rate plus
also helps soil structure. I generally add cow manure to my leafy
green and fruiting crop beds as a
matter of course. 3) Plenty of “organic” fertilizers are on the market, but the term can be used to
describe nearly anything nowadays. “Rich in organics” does not
mean the contents are organic.
I do order some organic fertilizers from Gardener’s Supply to

use on particular plants. 4) You
can make your own mixtures.
Square Foot Gardening supplies
recipes for standard and high
nitrogen fertilizers [1 part blood
meal, 2 parts bone meal, 3 parts
wood ashes, and 4 parts composted leaf mold, etc.] and gives you
the percent of NPK in each organic source. The same companies I slurred above sell nice little packages of blood meal, bone
meal, greensand, and cottonseed
meal in many
stores.
M a r c h
is also the
month to get
many seeds
directly into
the ground. If
you have not
planted your
garden peas
yet, go ahead
now.
Also
plant
radishes, carrots,
beets, lettuce,
Swiss chard,
collards, potatoes, parsnips, or turnips.
Try
spinach, but
I will remind
you again in
the fall because it is
much better
if it can grow
bigger before
the heat hits.
For
ideas,
take a look
at the plots
at the Lake
Claire Land
Trust or Bob
Arko’s
big
garden on the
west side of
the first block
of
Arizona
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Ave. Follow directions on the
seed packages or in the books I
have recommended in the last
two months. Seeds planted too
deeply or too shallowly may never germinate or thrive.
How you arrange your plots is
the creative part of the process.
I am partial to the square foot
method where I will get 16 carrots to the foot and find it easier to prepare the soil properly
(more sand) and thin. A rotation
method I use comes from some
garden magazine in the ‘80s. I
group plants from the same families together so that the bed gets
a rest from their diseases and
requirements for 3-4 years. All
the nightshade plants (tomatoes,
peppers, eggplants) grow together, for instance; all the cole
crops are in another bed; and the
potatoes (which should never be
limed) are in third. These are really small beds, the largest probably not more than 12 by six feet.
How many carrots do you need?
Even a tomato can make do with
1-2 square feet.
Wait, we are still not done. Indoors you are now starting the
main line tomatoes (early ones
are already growing), the peppers, the eggplants, and the corn.
The corn? Yes, although this is
not a necessity, I grew tired of
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the birds pulling up my newly
germinated seedlings to get the
still undigested kernels. I found
a tip to plant one or two seeds in
each peat pot, raise the number
of plants I usually need (20), and
then transplant them out without root disturbance in April
when there is nothing left for the
birds.
Yes, it can still snow in March,
but the nights of most intense
cold are over and the direct
seeded plants mentioned above
can take a lot of frost. As I write
this in January, snowdrops, species crocus, hellebores, narcissus February Gold (yes, I picked
them before it froze), and iris
unguicularis are in bloom in my
garden. Next year they can be
in yours too. When the temperature rises to 69 degrees, as it did
March 2 last year, sit outside
and breathe.
Big Apple cont. from p. 1

they don’t want to face the conventional wisdom that the time to
live in New York City is when you
are young and poor, or old and
rich – otherwise you are better off
living somewhere else.
As a native New Yorker it was
with a heavy heart that I came to
realize that the old canard held
a large kernel of truth. Having
experienced being giddily young
and comfortably poor, I found
myself in the span of a few short
years slouching toward middle
age with a good job, a wonderful Georgia girl of a wife, and
a 400-square foot rental apartment in Greenwich Village. You
did read that right – 400-square
feet!
To move-on-up, we did have
some choices. We could, with
our current incomes, remain lifelong renters in NYC or we could
join the migration of our “grownup” peers to the outer boroughs
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or to the burbs. Our third choice
would be to leave the state all
together – a choice that New
Yorkers have been making with
greater frequency.
The exodus of Americans
from New York State to elsewhere in America is becoming
one of the great migrations in
our nation’s history. According
to CNNMoney.com, in the past
decade, 1,686,583 New Yorkers
have left the Empire State. Perhaps they read the 2009 study
that appeared in Science Magazine by two economics professors
showing that New York ranked
last among the 50 states and the
District of Columbia in a ranking
of happiness. The professors examined a 2005- 2008 Behavioral
Risk Factor Surveillance System
random sample of 1.3 million
United States citizens in which
life-satisfaction in each U.S.
state was measured. Louisiana
took top spot, with Georgia coming in at #19. Apparently Atlantans are way happier than New
Yorkers, but not quite as ecstatic
as the Cajuns. Still, it was another ringing endorsement for
a move to Atlanta, where my
homesick wife, Tracy, happily
and frequently assured me was
“where the playas play.”
That was four months ago,
and now when my friends ask
me about Atlanta I have a lot to
say. I tell them that we now live
in a lovely house with a monthly
mortgage that is less than our
old rent. I explain that I can sit
out on my deck in short sleeves
in the wintertime and watch
the leaves fall and the squirrels play (they are the real playas). I boast that I can go for
a run in the evening through
the quiet hush of Lake Claire
Park and then look for beavers
amid the reeds on our local golf
course. I tell them my neighbor-

hood sometimes smells like fresh
pie; that I can walk to the corner
for fresh flying biscuits, or keep
walking “20 blocks” west to sip
fresh cask ale at place called the
Porter. I tell them I am considering getting a tattoo so I don’t
stand out. I tell them that it is a
30307 thing and they won’t understand until they visit. I then
tell them that my new Atlanta,
a blend of the Candler Park and
Lake Claire neighborhoods, is
part of the fabric of a place that
W.E.B. DuBois optimistically described as south of the North, yet
north of the South… the City of a
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Hundred Hills, peering out from
the shadows of the past into the
promise of the future.

Yearly Membership
The Lake Claire
Community Land Trust
Individual
$3/month or $35/year
Couple/Family
$6.25/month or $75/year
Student/Senior
$2.10/month or $25/year

YOU CAN HAVE A BACKYARD WILDLIFE
SANCTUARY
by Jacqueline McRae

Audubon Society sign for your backyard

The Atlanta Audubon Society
(AAS) encourages Lake Claire
residents to establish their yards
as beneficial habitats for wildlife.
When requirements are met, a
homeowner will receive a sign
stating that his or her property

is registered as a “wildlife sanctuary” with the AAS. Creating
a wildlife sanctuary in your own
back yard is an important commitment to conserving and protecting our environment. You
can provide a backyard habitat
for wildlife simply by assuring
these essential elements:
Shelter - active nesting areas
or shelters that attract and protect birds and other wildlife;
Food - feeders and plantings
that offer seeds, flowers, and berries to wildlife;
Water - birdbaths, water gardens, or natural features with
flowing water; and
Nesting Sites - bird boxes,
natural cavities, or wood piles
and vine tangles.
In addition to homeowners’ participation, it is anticipated that more developers and
commercial property owners will
continue to join this program.
For more information, e-mail
Jacqueline McRae at jacqueline.
mcrae@comcast.net. Mail applications to: Atlanta Audubon
Society, 4055 Roswell Road, Atlanta, GA 30342.
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Candler Park Market – Past, Present and
Future
by Michael Daly
If you would understand
anything, observe its beginning and its development.
-Aristotle
According to the Dekalb Libraries’ archived Atlanta Directory, the first listing for a business
at 1642 McLendon, the address
we now know as the home of the
Candler Park Market, was in
1957. The place was then called
McMichael’s Supermarket Grocery, and if you wanted to reach
it by telephone you could dial
DR 3-9192 and, presumably, you
would eventually reach someone
with the surname McMichael. If
you asked, Mr. McMichael would
probably tell you that a pound of
ground beef would set you back
29 cents. For the same 29 cents
you could walk out of the store
with five grapefruits or two fiveoz. tins of pink salmon or a bottle
of something called Kraft Grape
Ade. If you felt like splurging
you could plunk down 75 cents
and take home a gallon of ice
cream for the family.
If you walked out the doors
of McMichael’s and looked across
McLendon you would see a row of
businesses much as you do today.
In place of the Flying Biscuit, you
would see LP Radio and Television Service (DR 7-9271); The
Moog Gallery was, in 1957, Bone
Sales Company (DR 7-7871), and
the Clifton Five and Ten Cents
Store (no phone) would one day
become the site of the 21st century Kelly’s Closet. Instead of
perusing samples of local art
at Donna Van Gogh’s you could
drop off your sundries at Flowers Laundry and Dry Cleaners
(no phone) or perhaps take them
next door to Nash Henry Cleaners (DR 3-9192) – the current
home of Dr. Bombay’s.
McMichael’s survived until the 1980’s and was then purchased by a Korean family, who,
as Christiane Lauterbach recalled in a 2010 article for Atlanta
Magazine, kept it pretty much as
it was, “ringing up my purchases
while listening to religious tapes
all day. Gentrification started
earnestly in the 1990s, when another Korean family took over,
and their son, James Lee, got
interested in stocking the aisles
with fine wines.”
Since 2003, the Candler Park
Market ((404) 373-9787) has
been run by Dirk Botterbusch,
who, with the help of his wife
Kim, his brother-in-law Greg,
and a trusty team of employees,
has created a loyal customer base

and a treasured establishment
servicing the Candler Park and
Lake Claire communities. Mr.
Botterbusch was kind enough to
share with The Clarion his ruminations on the Candler Park
Market’s past, present and future.
What inspired you to purchase
the business in 2003?
I was burned out with corporate America and was interested

not already public knowledge.
What was the neighborhood
like when you arrived? Were you
welcomed by the community?
At first there was a lot of
shock and concern in the neighborhood as to the Lees departure
and what our plans were. But
Kim (my wife) and I made an effort quickly to show everyone that
we wanted to be a neighborhood
business and cater completely to
the needs and desires of the local
customer base. We started with a
survey to get input from anyone

Candler Park Market Yummy Cooler Selections

in doing something on my own.
The idea of owning and operating
a small grocery store was tempting, particularly since the former
owners (the Lees) had built somewhat of a reputation for their wine
selection. The other very tempting variable was the fact that
the business AND the land were
for sale. I really liked the idea of
owning the building, parking lot,
and surrounding land so I could
be my own landlord.
What do you know about the
history of the building?
Nothing much except that
part of it fell into the storm water pipe that runs below the store
sometime in the 1990’s. Mr. Lee
said he showed up for work one
morning, and the back half of the
store was gone. It was apparently
a huge battle with the City to get
them to address the issue. That
is partially why the building is so
“crooked” in some areas inside.
Also, I have found some old
news clippings and things in the
back that date back to the 70’s.
But other than being in rather
bad shape there is not much more
I know about the building that is

and everyone who was willing to
fill it out. In addition, we immediately started cleaning up the
outside of the building by removing the graffiti and the unsightly
free newspaper stands, etc.
The other concern neighbors
had was that we would turn
the store into a Whole Foods
kind of place and it would lose
its ‘mom & pop’ feel. We made
sure to let people know that
we were just going to clean it
up a bit and definitely keep
the character and culture the
same.
What changes did you make
to the market?
Changes are still ongoing
and ever-evolving. The biggest one is probably the addition of the deli. The space in
the back was not being used
and looked pretty offensive, so
we thought of ways to improve
the area. Since my wife and
I were working ungodly hours
for the first few months, she
often would make us a quick
sandwich, and we would eat
while at the register. Customers would usually ask where
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we got our sandwiches and if we
planned on selling them at some
point. That led to the ah-ha moment for us…and the deli was
born. Other changes include the
addition of several more coolers
and freezers and a much higherend selection of groceries – particularly organic items – most of
them based on customer requests.
Recently, we added the Growler
system that is catching on very
quickly with our beer drinking
customers.
What is your favorite sandwich?
I like them all (I pretty much
eat everything) but I am most
proud of our homemade creations
that our awesome deli team creates based on what looks the best
and freshest that day. Examples
include our recent NYE special:
(1) Brie BLT: Bacon, Brie, Avocado, Lettuce, and Tomato on your
choice of bread; and (2) Fishy
Bagel: Smoked Salmon, Cream
Cheese, Sprouts, Tomato, Cucumber and Onion on your choice
of toasty bagel. Stuff like this is
impossible to get anywhere else
because they are made by a group
of folks who love what they do.
(And I am not just saying that to
be ‘PC’ – they really tell me they
love working at the deli! And we
love having them!). If I have to
pick a personal favorite, it would
be the Italian on ciabatta bread.
What are your plans for the
market in the future?
There are no immediate plans
for the future, other than the continued improvements in response
to customer requests. A few ideas
we are tossing around include expanding the deli and potentially
getting a tasting license so our
wine customers can try wine before they buy. That’s not an easy
thing to do – dealing with the
City rules and regulations can
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be…let’s say…”challenging.”
One of these days we will need
to put some major investment into
the building itself. That is not on
the horizon yet, but it’s really just
a matter of time. The net/net is
that our mission continues to be
to serve the needs of the neighborhood and whatever it takes to do
that is what we will focus on.
What is the secret to the success of Candler Park Market?
Most of the answers to your
questions sort of paint a picture of
“me” being the driver of much of
the business to date. That could
not be further from the truth; it’s
hard to answer the specific questions and still get all the relevant
details straight – but here goes:
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Ricky Johnson was the only
employee the Lees had when they
owned the store. He worked with
the Lees for almost eight years
and did most of the very tough
manual labor during those years.
When we took over the store,
Ricky agreed to stay on with us,
a decision for which we can never
thank him enough. Without him,
we would have been lost during
that initial period. He knows all
the tricks of the trade and all the
customers. Most of all, he is kind,
generous and as trustworthy as
the day is long.
In addition to Rick, there is
no way the store would be where
it is today without my brother-inlaw, Greg Hutchins, who runs the
store operations
on a day-to-day
basis. In 2006,
I went back to
being a management consultant during the
week, and asked
Greg to take
over the operating responsibility. He is pretty

much single-handedly responsible for our awesome wine selection and also makes sure that everything is working smoothly all
around the store. Greg is the primary reason the store continues
to thrive – he has put together an
awesome team of employees and
is constantly looking for ways to
add to and improve the shopping
experience for our customers.
(Plus the guy has a killer palette
for wine. Even at my best, I was
never in the same league.)
Last but not least, the other
person that has been with us since
Day One is Bobby Childs. Bobby
works primarily during the evening shifts and has become an
icon for our regular customers.
He is the nicest guy and makes
everyone feel at home in the store.
He’s got an awesome sense of
humor and loves to play practical jokes on everyone – employees
and customers alike.
There is no way the store
would be what it is today without the dedication and hard work
from Ricky, Greg, and Bobby.
Obviously there are many others
who are part of our CPM team,
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and many of them have been with
us for years now. We are grateful to all of them for making the
market a success. It’s a tough
business to be in, and if we didn’t
have the awesome team that we
do, I am sure we would long be
out of business by now!

Personal and
Business Classifieds
FIREWOOD FOR SALE: 678 754
1095
RESCUED
ADOPTION

KITTENS

FOR

Local rescued kittens/cats now
looking for homes! I’m a C.P. &
L.C. Mama, and animal foster
and rescue for our local GA
communities animals in need.
Call Kate at: 404-228-6622
katherine.branch@gmail.com and
katebranchbrowne.posterous.com

